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ABSTRACT
Verbal aggression during online multiplayer games is a common
occurrence on video gaming platforms. From casual cursing and
negative remarks to more targeted and damaging cyberbullying
cases, the gaming industry continues to see an increasing number of
players engaging in these exchanges. The COVID-19 pandemic has
led to a rise in the number of active gamers due to social distancing
and stay-at-home orders. As a result, cases of cyberbullying and
toxicity have increased by 40% on popular gaming platforms such
as Discord [4]. To help resolve this issue, we created an aggression
awareness tool called Tempr to discourage verbal aggression in
gamers under the age of 18 and reward non-aggressive behavior.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Aggressive behavior triggered by stressful situations in which peo-
ple have little to no control can be very difficult to mediate [6].
Aggression is known to cause feelings of irritability and restless-
ness, and it can be beneficial for people to recognize the state of
anger they are in [1, 5]. Due to COVID-19, more people have been
playing video games to pass the time and, in turn, "toxicity,” or
gamer aggression, has risen [7, 10]. Gamer aggression can impact
mood and relationships, and can continue into post-gaming ses-
sions [3, 9]. Moreover, constant harassment from toxic players can
cause depression in others playing with them [8]. About 50 million
gamers in the United States are kids under the age of 18, and on
these gaming platforms, there are over 150million adults potentially
influencing younger gamers with explicit language and behaviors
[2]. One of the greatest problems is that gamers struggle with self-
monitoring and recognizing their state of mind [5, 6]. To combat
this issue, ‘Tempr’ offers a unique approach through self-awareness
and positive reinforcement to help decrease verbal aggression over
time.

2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
Tempr relies on readily available consumer-oriented technology.
For example, Tempr uses smart home IoT controlled LED strips
mounted behind a TV (so that visual feedback is line-of-sight and
functions as relief lighting), a smart home IoT outlet, a microphone,
and various APIs for speech and sentiment analysis. Tempr also in-
tegrates a parent-oriented portal for configuration and monitoring.
Tempr actively listens to the gamer’s speech, transforms it to text,
runs sentiment analysis and curse word detection, and generates
a score for visual feedback through the LED strip (Figure 1). The
LEDs start out green to indicate a neutral state. Increased verbal
aggression changes the lights from green to yellow, orange, and
red depending on the frequency of curse words. Users have the
opportunity to deescalate the colors back to green by saying more
positive statements. When curse words are detected, Tempr will
blink to alert the user that a curse was detected. Parents can config-
ure a customizable list of inappropriate words and track the number
of times per session an inappropriate word has been detected by
Tempr before the IoT outlet powers off the console. Parents also can
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Figure 1: Tempr data flow diagram and sentiment feedback rule set.

Figure 2: Representation of session sentiment and time allowance over time.

set an initial time-allowance that dictates how long each gaming
session will last, and this increases or decreases overtime based on
cursing and aggression levels. Reaching the maximum curse tally
or a high aggression level will decrease time allowance, whereas
positive behavior increases game time allowance. Lastly, parents
can override accumulated time allowance and view statistics like
sentiment over time, number of curse words per session, and how
the game time allowance changes over time through a companion
interface (Figure 2).

3 CONCLUSION
The Tempr prototype illustrates the feasibility of real-time natural
language processing and sentiment analysis to detect verbal aggres-
sion during live video game play. Tempr provides visual feedback of
sentiment analysis plus data tracking of aggression to help parents
and children reduce toxicity during gameplay.
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